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Senate Room in order that the dialogue could continue.

At this point, to my surprise, the police arrived. After a while, during which time

I could not clearly see what was happening since I was at the back of those tk in

the doorway (nearest \'v'ivenhoeHouse restaurant) f the police attempted to get Dr. Inch

out of the crowd by making a gangway beside me. I was infuriated not so much by the

police, who were relatively restrained, but byDrs. Tillett and Bowden; especially

the former, who flung at least one student heavily and pushed others extremely roughly
in an attempt to clear a gangway for Dr. Inch to leave.

ifuen I went oyt into the drive, following Dr. Inch's departure from the building,

there were a number of police cars and vans, one of which contained dogs. Police,

chemists, staff and students were milling around. I aIIl not exactly clear what happened
at this stage ... no doubt other people are clearer. I spoke to a number of University
officials, protesting against the police being called into the Demonstration,xxx:f
and remember that a car was driven extremely fast and dangerously through the car park

and along the road towards the Valley.

I should, in concluding, like to make 5 points -

1. I had read Alasdait MacIntyre' s letter, issued after the' Powe1:1 affair', be fore

attending the demonstration. In this he defended the 'traditional right to
heckle at politic~ meetings and to demonstrate'. ~ do not conSider that any-
thing done at the Inch meeting was an infringement of that right, since I under~

stand 'to heckle' to mean 'to catechize severely'.

2. I consider that the attempts by the Chemistry Department to prevent me from

attending the meeting to be an infringement of freedom of speech within the

University.

3. I consider that the police were called to the Demonstration quite unnecessarily.

In my opinion, their pre~ence inflamed the situation considerably.

4. ¥.ar.Lilley suggested, in his evidence, that I, together with a fe"J other students,

instigated and subsequently inflamed the incidents of 7 May. I fully accept

collective responsibility for what happened at ~Jivenhoe House, but resent the

suggestion, made without evidence, that I instigated and subsequently inflamed

the incident - an incident in which a large number of people co~lectively

participated.

5. I further challenge Mr. Lilley's suggestion that I, together with a few others,
have been prominent in other recent disciplinary troubles, and am out to cause
trouble whatever the issue, on 2 grounds -

a. that, if this were true, it would be irrelevant to th~ events of 7 Bay;

b. that I have not been present at, nor have participated in, any of the

disciplinary affairs of this academic year until tl!e present e"pisode'-
ie, I did not attend the 'Powell meeting', or the succeeding demonstrations.
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1Veronica Beechey.
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